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The Official Newsletter of the 
Buddhist Psychology and 
Mental Health Minor is Here! 
This year we’re providing non-stop action to keep everyone 
involved in the Buddhist Psychology and Mental Health minor 
program. We’re offering a number of great events to keep you 
immersed and inspired in your studies. A few things you can look 
forward to this year are our much anticipated academic seminar, 
Mind Matters, as well as weekly yoga and meditation sessions, 
pub nights, relaxation events like Puppy Playtime Therapy 
and student lead sutra reading group In The Fold. #
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Stay In Touch! 

Email: ut.bpsu@gmail.com 

Twitter: @uoft_bpsu 

Facebook: U of T Buddhism & 
Psychology Student Union  

Website: www.bpsu.org  

Weekly Yoga & 
Meditation  

In a continuation from last year, 
the BPSU is offering FREE Yoga 
and Meditation sessions every 
week!  

YOGA: Mondays: 2:10 - 3:30 
w/ Leah Von Zuben @ 
Multifaith Centre   

MEDITATION: Thursdays 
1-2pm, Multifaith Centre 

Check the website for details & 
room locations  

!
!
!
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Above: our 2014-2015 BPSU Executives! #
!
Great News About A New Diploma Program! !
The Buddhist Education Foundation for Canada Community 
Care are offering a number of scholarships of $500 per course to 
registered students of Emmanuel College of the University of 
Toronto taking one or more courses in the Buddhist Mindfulness 
and Mental Health Diploma Program.#

In the semester starting January 2015, two courses “Buddhist 
Contemplative Care” and “Buddhism & Psychotherapy” are 
offered in this program, and therefore the scholarships will be 
given for these two courses. Further scholarships for the 
September semester will be announced by May 2015. To apply for 
this scholarship for the January 2015 semester, please check the 
website www.bpsu.org for details. Deadline to apply is December 
1st, 2014.#

Student Lead Events: In The Fold - Nov. 13th, 5-7pm !
In The Fold is a student-lead Sutra reading group that meets on a 
monthly basis. Students get together to discuss a predetermined 
sutra reading, focusing on topics like its personal effect on them 
and the implications it has for Buddhist Psychology and 
mindfulness frameworks. Refreshments and snacks will be served! #

Upcoming: Pub Night (December - TBD) !
This December we hope you can join us for an evening that 
promises copious amounts of beer & nachos, meet like minded 
others in the BPMH program plus folks in psychology and #

# # # # cognitive science. Details to follow closer to the end of term. #
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!
Khenpo SoDargye: 

Buddhism & Past Lives  

Thursday, October 
30th 


7pm-8pm
!
Public talk at U of T


Room G162, OISE, 252 
Bloor St. W, Toronto. 
!

More Upcoming Events 

!
• Leo’s Martial Arts & 

Mindfulness Talk - Nov. 
5th @ 7:15 after NEW232


• Muffin Madness Oct. 15th 
4:10-5pm @ Multifaith 

Centre

• BPSU Games Night 

An evening of games and 
snacks with fellow 

students. November 7th 
5-8pm (Location TBD) 


• Spiritual Roots of 
Mindfulness Talk 

 Professor Tonneatto @ 
7pm. Emmanuel College 
75 Queen Park Cres. 3rd 

floor 

http://www.bpsu.org
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Guest Lecture: Leo’s Martial Arts & Mindfulness Talk ! !
 Leo Ferraro has been a student of the martial arts for over 30 years, and 
teaching self-defence for more than 20 years. He’s trained extensively in 
Japanese, Chinese, Thai, and Filipino styles, as well as training in Western styles, 
like boxing and wrestling.  Additionally, he’s followed the growth and 
development of tactical systems, like Krav Magha and Sistema, as they have 
great relevance to the practical project of defending oneself. Leo will be 
lecturing on how martial arts and mindfulness intersect, like in the case of Tai 

Chi (NEW432 focuses on this intersection as well for those interesting in pursuing a credit on the topic).  #

November 5th, 7:15 after Professor Toneatto’s NEW232 in Wilson Hall, Room 1016  

!
Profiles: Professor Tony Toneatto 
What do you think psychology, as a new empirical science, can learn from Buddhism, a 
practice that is thousands of years old??!
My interest in Buddhism as a religious practice, in clinical psychology 
and more recently, psychoanalysis, as a professional practice, stem, I 
believe, from the same impulse:  to understand who I am.  This is a 
challenge I think we are all called upon to meet during our lifetime even 
though all of us will encounter obstacles toward this goal through the 
cultural and personal conditioning we are all exposed to.  It has also 
been the message of all of the great philosophies and spiritualities of the 
world and for me are well-  expressed in the invitation to 'Know Thyself ' 
inscribed on the entrance to the Temple of Apollo at Delphi.  But the 
quest for self-knowledge, unaided and solitary, is fraught with dangers 
and detours and delusion.  That is why, for myself, the practice of 
psychology and psychotherapy, both professional and personal is 
necessary to make sure that self-knowledge is authentic and truly 
liberating.  This is exactly where I believe the teachings of Buddhism can be highly congruent with 
modern psychology.  The Buddha's main emphasis throughout his life to teach the way to a profound and 
durable personal happiness.  He taught many methods to achieve this, emphasizing ethics, meditation 
and wisdom.  Without each of these three elements, mere self-knowledge is not conducive to happiness.  
Thus, the contributions of Buddhism, through its emphasis on meditative practices, the role of mental 
processes in the onset of suffering, the necessity of coming to an authentic understanding of who we are 
and what it is that we are perceiving, and our interconnectedness with others and the environment, are all 
very important enhancements of psychology in the modern world. I believe that in our culture, the 
convergence of Buddhist and western psychology will lead to a science of wisdom that will be unique in 
our human history.#
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You’re going to love this: Puppy 
Playtime Therapy! !
We know how stressful the end of term can 
be, so we came up with a way to help 
students on campus relax and explore the 
spirit of play with Perfect Pomeranian 
Puppies! Come interact with these spirited 
little rascals and take advantage of the 
adorable photo-ops with our photo booth! #

November 27th from 3-6pm, Room 
TBD. Check Facebook Group or 
www.bpsu.org for details!  

!
Buddhist Education Foundation of Canada’s Essay Competition!
The BEFC is having their annual essay competition! If you have an essay or will be writing one on the 
connections between Buddhism/Buddhist psychology and western psychology, science or society, make 
sure to submit yours for a chance to win. More details can be found at www.bpsu.org or on the Facebook 
group. #

Eligibility: Undergraduate Students attending any university are eligible to apply.#

Prizes: Three cash prizes of $1,000, $400 and $200. Winning essays will also be published in the fourth 
issue of Upaya, the undergraduate journal of the Buddhist and Psychology Student Union (BPSU) at the 
University of Toronto.#

Submission Guidelines: The maximum length of the essay should be 3000 words (excluding 
references), double-spaced and using font 12 Times New Roman. Please submit essays by email to Ms. 
Christine Ng at BuddhistEduFoundation@rogers.com with “2014 Buddhist Education Foundation for 
Canada Essay Prize” in the subject line. Your submission should be accompanied by: a brief abstract 
(which should not exceed 100 words) and contact information on the cover page.#

Submissions could focus on the specific and creative ways that the western academic and clinical 
disciplines, (e.g. psychology, sociology, religious studies, philosophy, medicine, psychotherapy, cognitive 
sciences) have encountered Buddhism and Buddhist psychology. Innovative explorations of this 
interaction, focusing on synthesis and integration, are especially encouraged. Alternatively, submissions 
could also focus on ways in which the Buddhist teachings can be applied to improve the mental health of 
individuals, families, organizations and communities.
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